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From the Principal
Each year has a flavour, made up of a particular mix of people, events and activities.
In 2012, we embarked on a bit of spruce up, which started logically, at the gate.

We remodelled the old entrance to our school and made a new second one as well, camouflaging the
ugly pump station and replacing our trusty old sign that had been lovingly painted by one of our
pioneering parents, now moved on. Further up the driveway we replaced the big yellow sign that noone had ever been able to understand. As part of this project we also created new pathways and a
safe bicycle entrance into the school through the neighbouring reserve.

Granted it’s a personal opinion, but
I like to think that this new entrance
sign signalled the start of a whole
new era for the school, not least
because the name it bore was new.
Now reading Tauranga Waldorf
School - a name which aligns us with
The international Steiner movement
while still proudly acknowledging our
geographic position in the Bay of
Plenty, Aotearoa- the sign retains
our school colours but boasts a
whole new logo.

In fact our new logo, developed by former class
teacher Juliet Brennan and her partner Thomas,
went on to be used to marvellous effect across the
school and became the basis for the board and
proprietors strategic vision which in 2012 became
ever more visible. In 2012 it seemed that the period
of growth our school and kindergartens had been
enjoying for quite some years, and some of the
awkwardness and difficulties we experienced as a
natural result of that growth came together in a
new ways. Rather splendid ways as it turns out. I
hope you enjoy reading about it in the pages to
come.

Mary T-J

Rose Ring Kindergarten 2012
On a warm summer morning at the beginning of 2012
we greeted the children returning to kindergarten as
usual and welcomed new children and their families,
soon settling into the well loved rhythm and routines
of kindergarten life.
The Summer months always bring plenty of work in
the gardens. Many willing hands helped to lay out an
area of uneven steps, and Miles visited us later in the
year to add a new quiet play space to our sandpit
and lay a garden path to our Wilderness area. With
the arrival of chickens, who obligingly laid eggs daily,
the children found a new delight in finding the eggs
and delivering them to the kitchen.
Easter arrived and we said goodbye to Suzanne as
she travelled to Australia, for a term. Donna arrived,
adding a new face to the kindergartens and soon
became a valued member of the teaching team. We
celebrated autumn with a harvest festival, pumpkin
soup and apple pie.
With a smile on their faces and a sense of pride in
their endeavours, the children helped to chop, stack
and collect firewood. The kindergartens were kept
warm throughout the winter, and the help we received
was appreciated by all.
Throughout the year there was much going on within
the kindergarten walls. The children have been sailing
the high seas, diving the deep waters, and abseiling
down cliff faces. They have juggled, skipped, and stilt
walked their way through the year. There was a trip
to Mars, with a brief stop off on the Moon – and a
pretty bumpy landing that required the use of
seatbelts to ensure no one suffered unnecessary
injuries. Seasonal stories and fairy
tales have nourished the children’s
language and imagination. Houses
and vehicles of all shapes and sizes have been created as the children negotiate their way through
the wonderful, playful days of their
kindergarten years.
Margaret, Suzanne, Tina, Donna
and Pamela

2012 Transition Class

The move from kindergarten to school is a really
significant one for both children and parents and
so over the last years we have been working on
creating a bridge to ease and manage this
transition. In 2012 our transition class operated
over two terms firstly out of the arc shaped chalet
through the kindy fence and then in term 4 down at
the whare as we prepared more seriously for
school.
Our mornings together consisted of a circle
and story time , morning tea and a gradual
exploration and familiarization of the whole
school property including a daily visit to the
animals. Over the two terms our numbers
swelled to 27 and as you can see from the
photos here and at the Lily and Rose Festival
later in this magazine, Class 1 2013 came
together in a very beautiful and unique way.

Our year in Class One
Twenty three children arrived nervously in class one on the
first day, with one child obviously not too sure of his teacher
and who was heard to say, "I told you she was bossy". The
children were not a cohesive group in any way, shape or
form and it took them quite a while to mix and work together
as a team. We built the class team by going for make believe
horse rides, walks up to the farm to collect eggs and feed the
pigs, skip the long rope together, involved ourselves in many
shared movement activities as well as inside and outside
games.
We began the year with a story called "The Net Troll" which led the children into their first main lesson of straight and curved lines in readiness for writing and drawing. It was a great little story which
showed the mean troll being rather nasty to the beautiful things of nature. Many of the children
made the troll out of a small branch which they sanded and dressed in jacket and hat and, of
course, made his net. Some children loved using their little crafted character to act out the story
again with a friend.
This led the children into learning the pictorial and real image of the upper
case letters. These were learned through various fairy tale stories from the
Brothers Grimm, Czechoslovakia Tales, Russian and Swedish fairy tales. They
all provided a variety of characters with fun story events which provided
laughter, seriousness and magic on which the children could focus. The children loved to act out being the princess, prince, wicked stepmother, mean old
man or cunning old magic woman who gets to turn all the children into toads.
The images were used as a class reference and referred to as they moved
through the year.
Seasons and festivals provided ongoing focus
with songs and crafts. The Easter story was
where the Easter rabbit followed the butterfly through her journey
and kept watch over her eggs and caterpillars and then when the
children returned after the Easter break they found butterflies
ready and waiting for them.
Autumn leaves brought stories of The Wishing Leaf and catching one of these as they drifted down
from the tree and making a wish. Sewing Mothers Day cards was about learning blanket stitch,
stitching around a leaf with wool and then sewing it onto a card for their mothers. These are still
treasured at the end of the year and displayed at the School Advent Fair.

Finding out about the quality and shapes of the numbers up to twelve was exciting for the children to see what number shapes they can see in nature; like
the hexagon being the number six and where the bees store the honey. Woven
into this work were the Roman numerals. Various stories supported this journey
of many characters and how nature and the numbers helped them on their way.
Lower case letters came into the classroom
the same way as the upper case letters but in
the winter months came the tissue paper snowflakes. When
Spring arrived it brought the joys of spring flowers and birds.
The children stitched daffodils, snowdrops and violets. They
learned about the birds, their nests and eggs, and how to care for
nature from various stories. The children made birds nests out
of straw and mud, and eggs out of clay and, with their very first
piece of bees wax, made the mother bird for their nest. The children were very proud of these. Bird feeders made from a gourmet recipe filled the crevices of the pine cones and were hung in
the trees. Chaffinches, sparrows, wax eyes and tuis feasted upon
the delights in these feeders for many weeks and the children delighted in watching them.
Learning about the four mathematical processes the children
found out about Portly Plus, Mini Minus, Quick Times and King
Dilly Divide who lived at Divinity castle. The true characters of
the above were portrayed and acted out with delight and glee. Learning the first pictorial to numeric
math was an important step in their journey and readiness for learning more about numbers. They
knitted the four characters and delighted in making Portly Plus rather fat!
This class one has knitted many animals and stitched and stitched.
They have had a thirst for this work and revelled in helping one another when they couldn't do something like thread a needle or with a
next step. Our classroom has always been decorated with their
crafts and it has kept it quite beautiful and the children focussed.
We have learned a new dance each term. All the dances have been
round dances and the children have skipped, twirled, bobbed and
even made arches. As they danced, they sang, and like their teacher, puffed their way through the exercises! These dances have kept
alive our morning circle programme and challenged the children with
various movements and having to work with different partners.
The focus for the end of the year was on Advent
with Mary and Joseph's trip to Bethlehem with a
young donkey. The children loved the story, and
participated in Mary and Joseph's journey by acting out the various parts and making crafts like a
fleece sheep and an angel to watch over them on
the journey.
This was a beautiful way to end the Class One
journey which has seemed so fast, but I hope it has
given the children and parents many memories.
Sheryl Jenkins Class 1 Teacher,
Assistant Teacher - Katie Brackenridge

Our Year in Class Two
Class 2 began with great excitement about being in a
new classroom and having the vista of the trees just
outside our window, as well as all of the new items to
play with inside. Why were there so many jewels in so
many baskets?
The Class 2 curriculum takes the children on both an
inner and an outer journey. It began with the Fables
in Term 1. The children laughed at Tortoise’s slow
plodding, which he bested the bragging Hare in a race. Hare had grown so confident at winning that
he fell asleep under the tree while Tortoise walked by. The children made beautiful moving pictures
showing the race. Masks were made for little plays showing the dinner parties given by Fox and
Stork. Mouse helped Lion escape from the net, Fox tried to pick the luscious grapes but they were
too high, and the adventures of the wily Brer Rabbit all highlighted the animal world of mischief and
tricks, which we all saw living in the children too.
Term 2 took us on the journey of ‘The King of Ireland’s Son’ as he travelled on his quest to free fair
Fedelma from the clutches of the King of the Land of
the Mist. The class rode with a hound at their heels, a
hawk at their wrists and a brave steed to carry them.
As well as the King of Ireland’s Son the class learned
how to best a leprechaun and avoid stepping into a
fairy ring. Our lanterns for Lantern Festival were
beautifully created with pinpricked pictures of the
King of Ireland’s Son. We walked and sang our songs
in the crisp autumn night and saw many beautiful
grottos along the way.
The journey in Term 3 followed the winter walk of a young marmalade-coloured cat called Coppertail. The class walked Coppertail’s paths through the school and bamboo forest and, like Coppertail,
met caretaker Pukeko, singing Tui, dancing Piwakawaka and wise Morepork.
Kites were made in class and then the class had their first class trip, travelling to Fergusson Park to
fly them on a lovely blustery day.
From a cat’s winter walk and the flying of kites, Class 2 ‘s role in the Michaelmas Spring Festival was
a joyful testament to their unity and purpose, as they became the colourful meteors streaming to
Earth. Each meteor landed, as it needed to, right in the path of the villagers needing the iron to subdue the dragon.
As we journeyed through the year our numbers
became more confident and we moved from counting in ones, to counting in multiples of twos, threes,
fours, fives and tens. We met the Number Gnomes
again and helped Portly Plus, Minnie Minus and
Quick Times with their problems. The greatest assistance was given to Trixie the Pixie who was the
King’s treasurer and so responsible for counting
all the beautiful jewels in the King’s Counting
House. With Trixie’s help the children learned
about Ones, Tens and Hundreds.

Writing was a big part of this year as the children learned to write in link
writing, they used pencils to write with instead of crayons and practiced and
practiced to make their writing beautiful. Their link writing was soon good
enough to go into their Main Lesson books and many a beautiful page was
written. As this 4th term draws to a close the children are becoming able to
construct their own sentences that tell the story.
Handwork galloped apace with the challenge of knitting a recorder case in stocking stitch. The many different colours
chosen has made each recorder case unique, and each tells
the story of conquering the new stitch, purl. With lots of
Handwork, a bag was needed by each child to hang on their
chair. So cloth was dyed, handles grew from French Knitting
and name labels lovingly embroidered in back stitch and
chain stitch. Stitching a sampler at the end of the year
showed the care and accuracy that has grown in the needlework of Class 2 fingers.
The recorders were very happy to be snug inside their new
cases and accordingly sounded more beautiful as they were
played. The repertoire of the class extended to include the
melodies of the dance songs sung in morning circle, including
the Gypsy Rover and Mairie’s Wedding. Ukulele playing became very popular with many of the children taking lessons
after school. Their enthusiasm and expertise was such that
they accompanied the class in ‘The King of Ireland’s Son’
song for the end of year concert.

Term 4 brought many magic moments for the Class. The
stories of the Saints helped us to see that it took cheerfulness, patience, perseverance, silence and belief to be a
saint. Eva spent 5 weeks with us as a student teacher and
taught us the fun songs of Jack who worked at the Button Factory and Speed Bonnie Boat. Our play of Saint
Christopherus was confidently performed with the children playing the parts with sincerity and pride.

With a journey well travelled and our
souls infused with our learnings, we lean
into the summer holidays stretching
ahead of us. Class 2 is a true gift among
the school journey and the inner and
outer growth of the children is obvious.
Next year will have it’s own learnings and
journey, but for now we’ll rest content in
this year’s adventure.
Jo Skentelbery
Class 2 Teacher.

Our year in Class Three

The children of class three began their 2012 year with the stories of the creation. They lived this experience through painting the vibrant and colourful images of each creation day leading up to the
day where Adam and Eve, the first humans were born.
The first stories of Adam and Eve brought some fun activities of naming animals seen in the Earthly world and giving to them both a description and an action. This presented to the children nouns, adjectives and
verbs that could be used in their sentence writing throughout the year.
The children learned through the Old Testament stories how humans
managed to survive on the earth outside the gates of paradise. This experience of the first humans living off the land was mirrored to the children through their practical lessons where they harvested kumara and
potatoes and visited some local farms to experience feeding and milking
both cows and goats. The children were rewarded by their wonderful
efforts with an autumn harvest meal. They ate kumara and potatoes
with their own homemade cheese, butter and yoghurt.

Time and measurement merged well with the Old Testament stories also. The children measured out the size of Noah’s Ark with metre rulers
and they measured each other to find out who was the tallest; all of
them seeming rather small in comparison to one of the most remembered characters from the Old Testament stories –Goliath.

Weight and capacity brought us to another cooking adventure of
making pie melon chutney. Large amounts of onions and pie melons were chopped and weighed to precise measurements so that
chutney could be eaten with a quiche that was made from spinach from the garden and eggs from the school hens.
Term four brought us to building. The children completed their
very first homework project of creating a house from materials of
their choice and bringing it to school to share. Wow! What a
spectacular few days we had looking at all the intricate house designs –some even furnished inside!
The class three building projects were fun and challenging all in
the same. The hard work in the warming summer sun challenged
many while others thrived with the hard physical labour.
The children created a thatch roof for a shelter up at the farm
and some stairs to make it easier to get to the Whare. Digging the
dry earth to lay foundations for the stairs was the most difficult
but it helped to even out tired and excitable end of year energies.
Of course least we forget the children’s first overnight camp at
the Welcome Bay Hot Pools! With very little sleep and a lot of
late night chattering it is not surprising that many children could
hardly face the next day at school. They all managed very well
together however and are ready for the two night camp next year
in February at Ngatuhoa Lodge.
Class Three has definitely been a journey of change for many of the children as most approached
and lived through their ninth year.
The class as a whole is definitely a lot more present to the world around them now compared with
the beginning of the year and they are ready to continue experiencing the earthly world around
them in their class four year next year.
Taryn Potier
Class 3 Teacher

